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UBS PERLES/PERLES Plus
Investment with reduced risk.

Performance
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PERLES (PERformance Linked to Equity Securities) are
securities that let you replicate the performance of an
underlying (e.g. a stock, a basket of stocks, an equity
index, an investment strategy, a commodity, etc.). 
On expiry, you are paid back the closing price of the
underlying. PERLES are available with or without a set
expiry date, the latter variant being known as Open
End PERLES. Also available are PERLES Plus, which
offer limited capital protection (via a “kick-out” 
feature) against falls in the price of the underlying.

Basket and index PERLES
A PERLES on an equity basket lets you invest on a
diversified basis in, say, a specific sector with little
capital and administrative outlay. Alternatively, you
can replicate the performance of an entire market 
by investing in PERLES on indices.

Strategy PERLES
Strategy PERLES replicate the performance of a 
systematic investment strategy developed by UBS,
which may be a growth or value strategy or a combi-
nation of the two (e.g. a price/earnings to growth 
[PEG] strategy). The individual underlyings are 
selected, weighted and if necessary switched by UBS
at predetermined times in line with this strategy.

PERLES Plus: investment with a safety cushion
PERLES Plus let you participate in the performance of
an underlying while at the same time enjoying limited
protection against falling prices. If the price of the
underlying never touches or falls below a specific limit
(kick-out level) at any time prior to expiry, you receive
a predetermined repayment of 100% or more of the
issue price on expiry – even if the underlying has fallen
in value. In return for this protection, you forgo any
dividends on the underlying. If the price of the under-
lying is above the minimum payment amount on
expiry, you are paid back the corresponding amount.
If, however, the kick-out level is touched or undershot
at any point prior to expiry, the capital protection
effect is lost, and the amount repaid depends on the
performance of the underlying in the same way as it
does with a basic PERLES.

PERLES let you replicate the performance of an underlying 
easily and efficiently. PERLES Plus also offer limited protection
against falling prices.

Main benefits at a glance

• Lower risk through diversification (except where
only one stock is selected).

• Safety cushion (PERLES Plus).

• Simple and flexible trading: can be bought and 
sold at any time.

Payout scenario of a PERLES Plus on an index

Share price on
expiry in EUR

Kick-out level

PERLES Plus

PERLES Plus
on purchase

Value of PERLES Plus in CHF

Stock

Repayment equals share
price on expiry if kick-out
touched

Minimal repayment or
more if kick-out not 
touched



Examples of PERLES/PERLES Plus investments

Example 1: purchase of an index PERLES
You see long-term upside potential in the Swiss equity
market and would like to invest in a diversified portfolio.
You buy an index PERLES on the SMI.

Assumptions
Index level 5,200
PERLES price CHF 52
Time to expiry open end
1 PERLES represents 1/100 of the SMI

The SMI climbs sharply over one year to stand at 6,500.
The price of the PERLES is now CHF 65. You do not
expect the index to rise further and decide to sell the
PERLES. The profit is calculated as follows:

Sale price minus purchase price
CHF 65 – CHF 52 = CHF 13

You have therefore made a profit of CHF 13 per PERLES.

Example 2: purchase of an equity basket PERLES
You expect the “future energy” sector to do well.
UBS offers the ideal investment in the form of the
PERLES Future Energy, which you buy for EUR 55 each.
The prices of the underlying stocks have fallen by 10%
when the PERLES expire. The value of each PERLES on
expiry is therefore EUR 50. The loss is calculated as
follows:

Repayment amount minus purchase price
EUR 50 – EUR 55 = EUR –5

You have therefore made a loss of EUR 5 per PERLES.

Example 3: purchase of a PERLES Plus
You see long-term upside potential in stock A and do
not expect its price to fall substantially, but you would
like protection against modest falls. You invest in a
PERLES Plus on stock A.

Assumptions
Price of stock A (underlying) 
at issue of PERLES Plus EUR 305
Issue price of PERLES Plus EUR 305
Kick-out level 
(65% of price of stock A at issue) EUR 198.25
Time to expiry five years
Minimum repayment 
(114.50% of issue price if kick-out  
level is not touched or undershot) EUR 349.225 

Scenario A: kick-out level is not touched or undershot
at any time
Stock A initially performs well but then falls and 
closes at EUR 220 on expiry. The kick-out level was
not touched or undershot prior to expiry. The amount
repaid is therefore EUR 349.225, equivalent to 114.50%
of the issue price. The profit is calculated as follows:

Repayment amount minus purchase price
EUR 349.225 – EUR 305 = EUR 44.225

You have therefore made a profit of EUR 44.225 per
PERLES Plus.
Had you invested directly in stock A, you would have
made a loss of EUR 85.



Scenario B: kick-out level is touched or undershot
Stock A falls sharply and closes at EUR 220 on expiry.
The kick-out level was touched or undershot at least
once prior to expiry. The amount repaid is therefore
EUR 220. The loss is calculated as follows:

Repayment amount minus purchase price
EUR 220 – EUR 305 = EUR –85

The loss of EUR 85 per PERLES Plus is equal to the loss
you would have made had you invested directly in
stock A.

Examples and charts are for illustrative purposes only and do not convey
any information regarding actual circumstances or profits. These examples
do not take account of dividend payments or standard securities trading
costs (brokerage fees, etc.).



Risks

• The potential loss on a PERLES is equal to the loss on
a direct investment in the underlying, so you must be
aware that you will lose all of your invested capital
in the worst-case scenario.

• In the case of a PERLES Plus, the safety cushion 
provides limited protection against falling prices. 
If the underlying touches or undershoots a specific
figure, the capital protection effect is lost, and the
PERLES Plus takes on the risk profile of a direct
investment in the underlying.

This product is subject to the general risks associated with structured 
products. For additional information, please refer to the UBS brochure 
“Special risks in securities trading” or consult your client advisor.

Investor profile and suitability

• You are an experienced investor and are familiar
with structured products.

• You are looking for an instrument that offers broad
risk diversification.

• You expect the price of the underlying to rise and
would like to profit from this.

• While you do not expect the price of the underlying
to fall sharply prior to expiry, you would like pro-
tection against modest falls (PERLES Plus).

• Price transparency and flexibility are important to
you. You would like to be able to sell the product 
at any time.

• As an investor, you are risk-conscious and also in a
position to take risks.

Performance
Solutions for investors with medium to higher risk 
tolerance who want to benefit from the performance
of an underlying without committing too much capital
or taking on much administration.



UBS AG
Marketing Structured Products
P.O. Box, CH-8098 Zurich
Phone: +41-848-911 011*, fax: +41-848-911 012
E-mail: derivatives@ubs.com, www.ubs.com/keyinvest
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UBS Investment Bank is a business group of UBS AG

This brochure is for information purposes only and does not constitute
an offer, a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell
any specific product. While all the information contained herein has
been obtained from reliable sources, we cannot accept any liability for
its accuracy. 

Structured transactions are complex and may involve a high risk of loss.
This brochure takes account neither of your specific investment objec-
tives and needs nor of your financial situation. Before entering into any
transaction, you should therefore consult your advisors in legal, super-
visory, fiscal, financial and accounting matters to the extent you deem
necessary and arrive at your investment, hedging and trading decisions
(including decisions as to the suitability of a transaction) on the basis of
your own judgment and the advice provided by the specialists you have
consulted. Unless expressly agreed otherwise, UBS does not act as a
financial advisor or fiduciary on your behalf in any transaction. 

Please note that telephone calls made to the number marked * may be
recorded. If you call this number, we will assume that you agree to this
business practice.
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